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About us: University of Mannheim



“Research data, unlike other types of information, is 
collected, observed, or created, for purposes of 
analysis to produce original research results.”

University of Edinburgh Information Services

Definition Research Data



- Traceability

- Well-founded results

- Availability for usage with new technologies

Importance of Research Data



Task: Write a paper about the political opinions of 
elites, based on Mannheim research

Problem Statement

Library

no appropriate literature available

Gesis



Problem Statement

Library

Gesis

Task: Compare the results of a specific book with your 
own work about the political opinions of elites

no link to research data



1. Analyze the GESIS metadata format for studies

2. Transform the format into a Primo compatible one

3. Load the data into Primo

4. Create links between publications and research data

Realization



Metadataformat Gesis



Issues to solve:
- which information is necessary and meaningful?
- how to encode this information?
- how to handle bad quality of the metadata?

Result:
- research data is integrated into Primo
- handled like bibliographic data
- searchable for users
- first problem solved

Load Data into Primo



Exemplary Search



Examplary Study in Primo 



Issues to solve:
- How to identify connections?

- Any citations in the GESIS record?
- Possible to use Information Retrieval methods?

- How to integrate links?

Result:
- Publications and research data enriched with links
- User can get the study on which a publication bases and vice 

versa
- Second problem solved

Linking Literature and Research Data



Citation Format GESIS



Issues to solve:
- How to identify connections?

- Any citations in the GESIS record?
- Possible to use Information Retrieval methods?

- How to integrate links?

Result:
- Publications and research data enriched with links
- User can get the study on which a publication bases on and vice 

versa
- Second problem solved

Link Literature and Research Data



“leading the user to those documents that will best
enable him/her to satisfy his/her need for information“

(Robertson 1981)

- typical application: search engines

- documents are the publications (abstract, full text)
- need for information: which study is used
- search for title, data collector, subjects, abstract,…

Information Retrieval



- all methods focus on the similarity between 
documents and the search string

- many different methods like tf-idf or n-grams

- n-gram: sub-sequence of n items of a sequence

- example: 4-grams of manipulator vs. manipulation
mani anip nipu ipul pula ulat lato ator
mani anip nipu ipul pula ulat lati atio tion

Information Retrieval Methods



Issues to solve:
- How to identify connections?

- Any citations in the GESIS record?
- Possible to use Information Retrieval methods?

- How to integrate links?

Result:
- Publications and research data enriched with links
- User can get the study on which a publication bases on and vice 

versa
- Second problem solved

Link Literature and Research Data



Link Literature and Research Data

link to research data



Project Overview

Primo
(UB Mannheim)

primary data

data catalogue
(GESIS)

publications

search search

Primo
(UB Mannheim)

primary data

integrated analysis and linking

heterogeneous data

data catalogue
(GESIS)

publications

search search

homogenized data

Linkresolver
SFX

automized tagging



- InfoLIS is a project to connect research data and 
literature

- goal: help users to find research data and to relate it 
to publications

- first steps done

- able to load research data into primo and to create 
links based on references

Conclusion



Thank you for your attention!

haenger@mail.uni-mannheim.de

mailto:haenger@mail.uni-mannheim.de
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